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Helping to set standards for high quality XAFS
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The Commission for XAFS has played a significant role in assisting both the IUCr, the IXAS and the wider XAS community in

working towards a set of standard for data collection, data preprocessing, data analysis, publication and presentation, and

data deposition. The work on the Dictionary for IUCr and the dictionary for XAFS has been a particularly effort which has

yielded good success and also revealed challenges of putting all strands of a rapidly-evolving science into a narrowly defined

standard. This has led, before and after, to successive extremely successful Workshops at the corresponding IUCr

Congresses on XAFS for beginners, or XAFS for Crystallographers, or in general Workshops for anyone seeing the potential

value of data collection from complementary sources especially including XAS and XAFS for challenging structural problems.

This has led to the proposal, now coming to fruition, for a new Volume of the International Tables for Crystallography,

Volume I on X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy and X-ray Absorption Fine Structure. Recently, this has led to the Q2XAFS

Satellite and separate workshop series, which most recently is a Satellite of this Congress and was held in Diamond, UK on

xxx. I will report a few of the successful outcomes of that series and a way forward to assist the world-wide community in

producing stronger data, information content, validification and deposition with publication.
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